In the d ecade which has passed since the first indications of structure in these spectra were found, efforts have been made to improve the fundamental data so that the analyses might be extended. Careful estimates of relative intensities and accurate measurements of wave lengths have been compiled for about 3000 Cb I lines and 2000 Cb II lin es. Results are now r eported for the principal multiplets found in each spectrum. They reveal sextet and quartet terms for Cb I, quintet and triplet terms for Cb II, and account for most of the stronger lines. The normal state of neutral Cb atoms is represented by (4d 4 5s) ijD and for singly ionized atoms by (4d4)5D.
INTRODUCTION
Three multiplets involvin~ sextet terms of the arc spectrum of columbium (Cb I) were publIshed 1 in 1924, and five quintet-system multiplets for the spark spectrum (Cb II) were announced 2 in 1926. The theory of spectral structure predicted that the Cb I spectrum would exhibit terms belonging to sextet, quartet, and doublet systems, while the Cb II spectrum would be fully accounted for by quintet, triplet, and singlet terms. Although this was known even before the first re~ularities were discovered in Cb spectra, no further classification of Cb hnes has appeared in a decade characterized by an avalanche of such regularities in other spectra. The reasons for thi s delay in further progress with analysis of Cb spectra were anticipated in the first paper referred to. These spectra are extremely rich in lines and the precision of the published wave lengths was not sufficient for unambiguous use of the combination principle, nor were the intensity estimates of arc and spark lines reliable enough for discrimination of ionization stages. No data e:Aristed for the absorption spectrum nor for furnace spectra at various temperatures, the results of which have been so helpful in the analysis of other complex spectra. Furthermore, the published Zeeman effects which gave the clue in the interpretation of the first regularities in these spectra were entirely inadequate for the extension of these analyses. Finally, the general experience that heavier ele-
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Journal oj Research oj the National Bureau oj Standards [Vol. 14 ments show larger separations of sublevels in polyfold terms with consequent overlapping and perturbation of intervals, intensities, and magnetic splitting made it imperative to obtain improved and more complete descriptive data for these spectra before proceeding with the analyses of their structures. A considerable part of the required material is now at hand, and its analysis has resulted in the discovery and interpretation of a large number of atomic energy states characteristic of the neutral and of the singly ionized atoms of columbium. Although the spectral-line classifications are still far from complete, a majority of the strong lines in each spectrum is now accounted for and the results may be useful in connection with other investigations. In the present paper only those results are given which have been established and interpreted with a fairly high degree of certainty. The remainder are reserved for later publication together with observations of Zeeman effects essential for their interpretation. II. DATA OF Cb SPECTRA (Z=41, M=93.3) No wave length measurements of columbium have been published since those of Exner and Haschek 3 in 1912. Their arc and spark lists contain several thousand lines (7 046.9 to 2155.68 A) and, although the errors do not often exceed 0.05 A, they are occasionally as large as 0.10 A. In such complex spectra the combination principle can be applied with confidence only if the errors in wave length values are less than 0.01 A, and the use of less precise values inevitably leads to hopelessness and despair in separating the real "constant differences" from the spurious ones. Furthermore, it is usually impossible to tell by comparing the published intensity values for arc and spark lines whether they belong to neutral or to ionized atoms and so the confusion in analysis is multiplied by chaos. After wasting many hours in attempting to extend the analysis with inadequate data, it became obvious that success depended on obtaining reliable basic facts concerning columbium spectra.
In 1927 Dr. C. W. Balke kindly presented some rods of columbium metal of high purity for spectroscopic investigations. With this material the arc and spark spectra have been accurately measured from 2000 to 12000 A, the furnace spectra and hyperfine structures have been studied by King,4 and preliminary observations of Zeeman effects have been made.
The results of the furnace investigations have already been published, and the remainder should be published in the near future. The present paper excerpts only a fraction of the complete results but includes most of the stronger lines. It suffices here to state that a complete separation of Cb I, Cb II, and Cb III lines has been obtained and that the average probable error of wave length measurements is less than 0.01 A for more than 3000 Cb I lines and approximately 2000 Cb II lines.
In 1912 Jack 5 published observations of the Zeeman patterns for about 100 lines of Cb (2600 to 4700 A). These deserve the credit for revealing the first regularities in Cb I and Cb II spectra, but
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Spectr'a oj Oolumbium 631 unfortunately they are not sufficiently numerous or precise to complete the analysis. Some preliminary observations made at this bureau indicate that most of the splitting factors deviate from Lande values and that still more extensive and accurate determinations are desirable. Since this program must be deferred to the future, a decision was made to present without further delay a portion of the new results as a group of selected multiplets and identified spectral terms characteristic of Cb I and Cb II spectra.
III. MULTIPLETS AND TERMS
It was the fashion some years ago to present all new spectral regularities in multiplet form, but the more recent custom is to give a list of classified lines and one of spectral terms. Each presentation has its advantages, but in this case we have elected the first in order to exhibit the interval, intensity, and combination rules for the principal groups of lines in the first two spectra of columbium. For each spectrum we give a multiplet 
Remembering that terms from configurations in which a single penetrating s electron, interacting with an atomic nucleus having a mechanical moment of spin, show the largest hyperfine splitting 6 it was observed that most of the combinations with 4.6(D)(4d 4 5s) were complex lines (designated c or cw) . Indeed, some of the 4D levels were found on this assumption, and the fact that they exhibit large hyperfine splitting may be regarded as confirming their identity. [Vol . 
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The nuclear moment of columbium has been determined from hyperfine structure by Ballard. 7 A value of 1= 9/2 is indicated, but this leads to wrong quantum numbers for some of the classified lines (e. g., 5344 and 6661 A).
The low even terms of Cb I named in table 1 combine with a great many higher odd terms which occur when a p electron is substituted in one of the listed configurations. A large number of these middle levels have been established but it is difficult at present to group them into terms and assign configurations. Thus far the guiding principles of these attempts have been interval and intensity rules, and comparison with the analogous spectrum of vanadium. The sextet system is well established, the quartet system somewhat less complete and certain, while the doublet system still remains unrecognized. The average deviations of an observed wave number from the corresponding term combination is 0.02 cm-1 for classified Cb I lines.
The raie ultime of columbium in low excitation sources where neutral atoms predominate is the line at 4058.931 A, which is classified as (4d 4 5s)a 6 D4%-(4d45p)y6F~% . 
All of the quintet terms have been found, but only a portion of the triplet terms, and none of the singlets thus far. Here, as in Cb I, the terms arising from the configuration with a single 8 electron are outstanding in connection with hyperfine structure. Nearly all of the lines involving 5(PF) (4d 3 58) show hyperfine structure in grating spectrograms, and some unclassified complex lines were suspected of belonging to 3(PF) (4d 3 58) but a search for these t erms was unsuccessful. However, it can be stated positively that 5 (D) 4d 4 represents the normal s tate of the singly ionized Cb atom.
Transitions to the above-listed low even terms from higher excited odd terms represented by a p electron in the outer atomic structure account for the first spark spectrum of columbium. TIw establishment of these odd terms for Cb II is now practically complete for the quintet system, much less so for the triplet system, and entirely lacking for the singlets. Further search for the missing terms is considered a waste of time until more Zeeman effects are available.
When the spectra of ionized atoms are produced at atmospheric pressure by highly condensed sparks, it is commonly observed that most of the lines are broadened and somewhat unsymmetrical, the displacement being usually toward longer waves. Wave-length measurements from such spark spectrograms are thus affected by Stark effects and do not represent simple atomic constants. Since practically all of the spark lines here reported appeared also in arc spectrograms, the wave length values in table 6 represent measurements in arc spectra, but the intensities are estimated from spark spectrograms. The average deviation of observed wave numbers from term combinations is ± 0.04 cm-1 for classified Cb II lines.
The raie ultime for columbium in sources in which singly ionized atoms predominate is the line at 3094.171 classified as (4d 3 58) 5 F 5 -(4d 3 5p) 5 G6. This is by far the strongest line in the Cb II spectrum, and even though it does not involve the normal state, it can be relied upon as the most persistent line because it involves the largest quantum numbers permitted in a simple s, p interchange of electrons. 8
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